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DULUTH-Two of America's most distinguished psychologists will 

make an historic appearance at DMD June 11-120 

Dr~ Bo F. S!:inner professor of psychology at Harvard Un:brersity 

and Dre Carl Rogers, p::.~ofessor of psychology and ps;:,'ch':i.3.t!'y at the 

University of Wiscornd.n, will present iWEducat.i.on and. the Ccntrol of 

Human :3 :-havio~: A Dia.loguenn 

Their appearance will be sponsored by the D8pe.rtmo.nt of Ps;;rehol-

ogy at UMD. 

Dr. Go A. Gladstein, associate professor of psychology and chair-

man of the program, said it will be the first time Skinner and Rogers 

have had the opportunity to discuss their somewhat differing philos-

ophies on the control of human behavior in informal or dialogue sessions. 

Both men made f~rmal presentations on two other occasions: in 

Chicago in 1956 before the American Psychological Association and in 

New York City in 1960 before the New York Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Dr. Gladstein said the major goal of the DMD conference is to 

stimulate further discussion of this topic in an atmosphere which al-

lows a free flow and exchange of ideas. itit is hoped that new ideas 

concerning education and the control of human behavior will result," 

said Gladstein. 

The conference will begin at 2:00 p.mo June 11 in Kirby Student 

Center ballroom with short statements by Skinner and Rogers in which 

they will outline their basic thoughts on behavioral control. They 

will inforIIE.lly exchange ideas on the topic following the forIIE.l 

_pre.senta tions o 
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At 7:30 p.mo (June 11), a total of six representatives from the 

broad fields of the humanities, social sciences and natural sciences 

will give their reactions to the dayvs dialogue. This interdiscipli-

nary panel will be followed by small group discussions. 

At 9:00 a.m. June 12, Skinner and Rogers will continue their ex-

change of ideas on the tcI, Lc and then answer questions from the audi-

ence. Both psychologists wjJ_l make closing statements at ll:45 aom. 

Dr. Gladstein today emphasized that the conference is open to 

the public at no charge . Invitations to eminent psychologists, edu-

cators, and other professional interest groups have been mailed to 

colleges and universities throughout the Midwest. 

Gladstein said recent scientific advancements in the understand-

ing of the complex field of the control of human behavior have led 

to divergent viewpoints as to how this knowledge should be used. Dr. 

Rogers has spoken and written on the topic primarily upon his exper-

ience and research as a psychologist. Dr. Skinner has relied primar-

ily upon his research in the experimentally controlled studies of 

animal and human learning. 

tiCurrently, their views still suggest different solutions to 

this tremendously important problem, iv Dr. GJ;.adstein said. 18Their 

appearance at UMD next month will have international importance in 

the sense that Rogers and Skinner are known Hthmughout the world for 

their extensive speaking and writing on this subject." 


